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The Power of 
Transformation

There’s a difficult balance between attracting – and 
retaining – customers, while controlling operational costs. 
It can be a constant battle for fuel retailers. However, one 
method of attracting customers is to offer a broader range 
of regular and premium fuel grades. Introducing the Wayne 
Helix™ 6000 II additive dispenser – the only model in the 
Helix dispenser series with the built-in power to transform 
regular fuel into premium grades.

The Helix 6000 II additive dispenser allows fuel retailers 
to broaden their fuel offering with Dover Fueling Solutions’ 
(DFS) advanced dosing technology. By injecting additive 
directly into standard fuel grades this model creates 
additional fuel products directly in the dispenser, without 
the need to install additional underground tanks. This model 
makes diversifying the product offering on forecourts easy 
and economical for fuel retailers.  

If you don’t believe in magic, you will once you invest in 
the Helix 6000 II additive dispenser. It’s got the power 
to really generate retail traffic and additional margin for  
your business.



Wayne HelixTM 6000 II additive dispenser

Onsite Additive 
Dosing

A Premium Offer

Connected and in Control

The Helix 6000 II additive dispenser can deliver 
up to two additional grades on top of the regular 
specifications of the Helix 6000 II fuel dispenser. 
Not only is the additive system designed to blend 
seamlessly with the model’s overall innovative 
and sleek design, it incorporates the renowned 
performance associated with Wayne’s sophisticated 
dispenser technology – including field-proven gear-
pump hydraulics, minimal meter drift and reliable 
Wayne iGEM™ computer – the Helix 6000 II 
additive dispenser effectively delivers low total cost 
of ownership (TCO), while offering a long lifetime of 
service to your business.

Transform your forecourt with the Helix 6000 II 
additive dispenser by offering motorists premium 
fuel grades using regular fuel as the base. Treated 
with our industry-leading corrosion protection and 
field-proven global components, this model is built 
to stand the test of time. It’s built to grow with your 
business. It’s ready to take you to the next level. Are 
you ready to transform your forecourt?

Utilizing advanced IoT technology this model also 
effortlessly connects to our powerful DFS DX™ 
connected solutions platform to provide you with 
advanced remote management and diagnostics 
monitoring. It keeps your forecourt connected  
and in control. 

The Champion of Choice

Technology Leadership
The Helix 6000 II additive dispenser comes complete 
with an integrated additive module, packed with 
advanced technology as well as its own additive tank, 
which allows for additive dosing on-demand. There’s 
no need for expensive capital investment in additional 
underground tanks or to tie up cash underground 
in premium product inventory. Differentiate your site 
from local competition with premium grades and see 
your broadened fuel offer drive increases in sales and 
profit margins.
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